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Patent Integration 

Patent Integration Serial
Key is a patent search
and integration software
that helps you in an
easier and more efficient
way when searching for
patent applications. It
supports simultaneous
retrieval of patent
documents in any of the
following patent
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information domains
(PATs): Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
applications published
on the World Intellectual
Property Organization
(WIPO) PCT database,
including those from EPO
and national patent
offices. Japanese
patents. United States
patents. European
patents. There is no
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need to create PCT
application profiles and
mark up every document
in the same way. How
Patent Integration works:
It uses the search result
module of WIPO PCT or
has it's own core patent
search module. Both
modules are flexible and
can be easily configured
to search up to any
number of patent
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information domains.
Result The server returns
all the documents with
their metadata as HTML
pages. To create a full-
text preview of the
documents, a Java
virtual machine (JVM) is
installed and the
resulting pages are
processed. Patent
Textmining One of the
most important features
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of Patent Integration is
its patent text mining
option. It allows you to
compare the text of two
or more documents. It
can be used for example
to find the best match
for a request from a
prospective client. Just
imagine that you receive
a request to search for a
proper name, you can
use Patent Integration to
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find applications with the
same name (and also
similar names). It is also
possible to find patents
with the same invention
date (and perhaps even
with the same inventor).
Patent Integration can
search for this type of
information based on
different classifications.
You can for example
search for inventions
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classified under the
classifications: "A01B"
(other than A01A &
A01B), "A01C" (other
than A01A & A01B),
"A02" (other than A02A),
"A02B" (other than
A02A), or "A05B" (other
than A05A & A05B). The
filtered search result still
contains the full
document text. Patent
Integration offers you
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the possibility to
compare the text of each
document with its WIPO
PCT application profile
(PCT-Wa). This enables
you to specify what you
want to compare, for
example, A01B or A01B-
IN. You can also filter the
search result on PCT-Wa.
This makes your search
even more specific.
Patent Integration Crack+ Activation Key Download [Mac/Win] (April-2022)
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This Patent Integration is
software package and
opensource version. This
software is capable of
doing the following. 1.
Patent Integration
Project in Google Code
Currently, this open
source software is under
the government of
Google, USPTO, and Nara
Institute of Science and
Technology, Japan. The
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software package
provides using the
Google Search API to
search patent
information. 2. Patent
integrated search results
(full text reading) 3.
Patent integrated search
results (text-mining, plot-
filing date and title line
from international
classification) 4. Patent
integrated search result
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(text-mining, plot-filing
date and title line from
international
classification) 5. Patent
integrated search result
(text-mining, plot-filing
date and title line from
international
classification and patent
map) The Patent
Integration itself is
intended to make patent
search easy for non-
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technical people, and
analyze patents for
strategy to increase
profit on industrial level.
The patent software has
following functions. 1.
Patent Integration
Project in Google Code
Open Source Licensed:
Yes, LGPLv3 (Non-
commercial) License 2.
Full-text reading
(analysis of all keywords)
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3. Text-mining analysis
(fuzzy string matching,
patent classification and
so on) 4. Analysis of
number of patent
(hundreds to million),
ability to analyze on any
size of population (on
the level of university or
national level) 5. View
full text of a particular
patent, make patent
map and Patent
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Integration Plot Filing
Date 6. File format
conversion 7. File
reading and writing 8.
Customization: if you
want to request some
new feature, please
email to us. License: Non-
commercial Anybody can
use this for free.
However, if you need
commercial license, you
can contact us. Although
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it is free to use, some
coding is not allowed. If
you request some legal
coding, that means you
need to pay us. The two
screens are following.
Patent Integration screen
The first screen is Patent
Integration screen. The
second screen is Patent
Integration screen. The
first screen is process
chart: This chart is for
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size of population.
(hundreds to millions)
The second screen is
process chart: This chart
is for size of population.
(hundreds to millions)
You can use either of the
first or second screen for
size of population
(hundreds to millions). If
you are interested in
whether we can handle
your size of population,
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please b7e8fdf5c8
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Patent Integration Crack

A search system is
provided wherein a
database is integrated
from a plurality of
databases, each of which
includes patent
information created for
each invention category
(an invention category is
created by patent
classification). In the
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invention which is at the
center of a database of
the search system, the
patent information in the
database which contains
the invention is selected
by utilizing the
information given in
patent registration
information including the
number of the granted
patent and the number
of published patent to
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the patent information in
another database. A
reference patent is
searched on the basis of
the number of the
granted patent and the
number of the published
patent of each invention
category based on the
patent information in the
database and the
reference patent
information. When one
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or more patents with
higher priority are
selected, patent
information of the
selected patent is
searched on the basis of
the patent information of
invention categories
other than the invention
category of the
reference patent by
utilizing the invention
information. Patent
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Abstract View enables to
display plural quotation
of search results at once.
In a case of small
population, one must
check patents case by
case finally. Because the
overhead of full-text
reading is heavy,
checking patents case
by case makes patent
searching work slow.
Inventor: Is, Horiba Ltd.,
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[email protected]
Theme: Patent Country:
JP Related Keywords:
patent, patent
integration Abstract: A
search system is
provided wherein a
database is integrated
from a plurality of
databases, each of which
includes patent
information created for
each invention category
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(an invention category is
created by patent
classification). In the
invention which is at the
center of a database of
the search system, the
patent information in the
database which contains
the invention is selected
by utilizing the
information given in
patent registration
information including the
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number of the granted
patent and the number
of published patent to
the patent information in
another database. A
reference patent is
searched on the basis of
the number of the
granted patent and the
number of the published
patent of each invention
category based on the
patent information in the
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database and the
reference patent
information. When one
or more patents with
higher priority are
selected, patent
information of the
selected patent is
searched on the basis of
the patent information of
invention categories
other than the invention
category of the
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reference patent by
utilizing the invention
information. Patent Map
enables to make patent
map systematically
based on bibliography of
patent classification and
assignee. Generally
speaking, visualizing
function, based of text-
mining, is suitable for
analyzing middle size
population, not for
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massive population
containing a lot of noise
patents.
What's New In?

Patent Integration is a
patent search &
visualization tool that
enables to plot patent
filing date on Z pivot and
bibliography of patent
classification in charts
and table format. Patent
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Integration is useful
funtion for patent
researcher and
technology consultant.
This powerful product
consists of patent search
& visualization engine,
file manager,
bibliography file
manager and search
filter. This patent search
& visualization tool
enables to do patent
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searching by country,
patent classification and
patent assignee. Patent
Integration has two easy
patent searching
interfaces - Advanced
Search Interface and
User-friendly Search
Interface. The Advanced
Search Interface has
advanced search options
by enable to export
patents in excel format
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for patent scheduling
and bibliography of
patent classification in
excel format for
budgeting. The User-
friendly Search Interface
is used to do patent
searching by only
country, patent
classification and patent
assignee, not by other
advanced search
options. You can also
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select your search result
population by selecting a
global group that is
perfectly suited to your
research scope. Patent
Integration enables to
analyze every size
(hundreds to million) of
population. Therefor it
can supports world-wide
patent strategy on the
level of university level
to national level.
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Therefor, Patent
Integration's patent map
function enables to make
patent map
systematically based on
bibliography of patent
classification and
assignee, patent text
mining for patent text
mining on the basis of
similarity, patent
integration for patent
integration on the basis
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of patent integration list
and patent integration
plot for patent
integration plot. Patent
Map: Patent Map is a
patent search &
visualization tool that
enables to make patent
map systematically
based on bibliography of
patent classification and
assignee. This patent
map is user friendly and
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has an easy-to-use
interface. It is suitable
for analyzing middle size
population. Patent Map
enables to analyze every
size (hundreds to million)
of population. Therefor it
can supports world-wide
patent strategy on the
level of university level
to national level. Patent
Abstract View: Patent
Abstract View is a patent
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search & visualization
tool that enables to
display patent results at
once. Generally
speaking, it is useful
funtion for patent
researcher and
technology consultant.
This tool is based of your
patents review results. It
can plots and show
patent performance by
company and by patent
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classification. It has an
easy-to-use interface
and enables to quickly
view the recent patents
for a selected country. It
enables to plot patents
by patent class and
patent class by patent
class. Therefor, Patent
Integration's patent map
function enables to make
patent map
systematically based
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 64bit and
Windows 8 64bit Intel
Core 2 Duo processor or
AMD Athlon 64 3200+
2GB RAM (64bit OS)
NVIDIA GeForce 8400 GS
128MB or AMD ATI
Radeon HD 2900XT
512MB (32 bit OS) .NET
Framework 2.0 DirectX
9.0c Windows Media
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Player 11 Windows XP
32bit and Windows Vista
32bit. How to Install &
Play: Download any
game from the list above
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